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Fujitsu has been offering middleware like COBOL for two decades, and is theonly company to market the premier COBOL languages as a middlewareproduct. Fujitsu software builds complete middleware solutions thateasily connect to key technologies and services and are easy to
useand implement for both technical and non-technical users. Fujitsu's COBOLproducts help organizations succeed by transforming everyday businessprocessing into automated or managed systems with less effort andgreater return. One of the most significant changes is this.SPARC is

the highest performing architecture ever introduced to thecomputer industry, and has proven itself in the world's most demandingmilestones, the 9,100lb Saturn V rocket and the most highly-credentialedexamination of any computer processor. Fujitsu software is a SPARC
productdedicated to the SPARC platform, and being a SPARC product, it’soptimised for the ultra low power environment.When the Fujitsu SPARC64 product was released we coined the nameof the innovative processor architecture the ZSURF processor, whichstands for Zero Software
Unreliable Fat load. Our software is zeroinstruction, software, unreliable, fat load; ZSURF is the processorarchitecture that is software, zero, un-reliable, fat load, zero. One of the first major architectural innovations offered by the SPARC processor isthe dual-core system architecture in

which each SPARC processor can haveits own execution environment and memory space with separate bus interfaces.Fujitsu software optimises the SPARC architecture and offers high performancesystems as well as complete middleware solution solutions for COBOL and Lisp.
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